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augmenting his playing with electronic effects. The liner notes men-
tion that the recording was done without overdubs, which is often 
mindboggling as Germán lays down a bubbling bass line or loping 
Reggae groove on keyboards and dives over it on trumpet or reeds. 
Sim drives the music with a loose, rollicking sense of time. The 
pieces buzz along, sometimes riding an infectious pulse and other 
times lurching their way across jump-cut cross rhythms. It’s hard 
to know how much the two had heard from the Downtown New 
York scene, but this broad-brush approach to genre mix-and-match 
brings to mind music from groups like Naked City or Curlew. This 
CD is full of wit and energy throughout.

Father and son are back as a duet on (2). Titled 
“Defragmentation Zone: Love songs for The Yubarta” there’s a heavy 
Folk element to their Free improvisations. Germán had been part 
of an expedition of scientists and artists who traveled off the Pacific 
coast of Mexico, recording the songs of Yubarta whales. This suite 
is influenced by that experience. Germán augments his trumpet and 
reeds with banjo and Sim uses a variety of hand drums and percus-
sion. While the sonorities and voicings are influenced by folk instru-
ments, the improvisations don’t lose any of the freewheeling energy 
of the previous set. There is never any chance of mistaking this for 
a Folkways field recording. The duo fuses a cracked take on Blues 
and Folk-like themes with unbridled spontaneous freedom. Breathy 
trumpet lines cut across the steely twang of banjo and the stutter 
and flutter of hand drums. There is an earthy feel accentuated by 
a somewhat brittle, thin recording quality that works in the favor 
of the music. There is a relaxed feel to this session which sounds 
rooted to the recording locations.

(3) features another duet, but this time Germán Bringas per-
forms a set of Free improvisations with vocalist Dora Juárez. In 
these spare settings, Bringas pares back his approach, sending 
skirling reed lines or burred trumpet against the singer’s haunted, 
wordless vocals and percussion. It’s hard to tell whether Bringas 
plays two instruments at times or whether Juárez utilizes some kind 
horn as well. According to the liner notes, the session was recorded 
direct to DAT in a tunnel located in a secluded, wild area, far from 
the city. The two play with the resonances of the location, letting 
overtones and ragged harmonics hang in the air. Bringas and Juárez 
engage in conversational Free interplay, whether hinting at lines and 
melodic threads or taking off on spontaneous abstractions. Juárez’ 
vocals are a real stand-out. Unlike many Free vocalists, she doesn’t 
fall back on vocal acrobatics or extended vocal techniques for their 
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